The measure mu, proposed as an index of the ability to coordinate concurrent box-crossing (BC) and digit-span (DS) tasks in the dual task (DT), should reflect the capacity of the executive component of the working memory system. We investigated the effect of practice in BC and of a change in the digit span on mu by adding previous practice trials in BC and diminishing, maintaining or increasing the digit sequence length. The mu behavior was evaluated throughout three trials of the test. Reported strategies in digit tasks were also analyzed. Subjects with diminished span showed the best performance in DT due to a stable performance in DS and BC in the single-and dual-task conditions. These subjects also showed a more stable performance throughout trials. Subjects with diminished span tended to employ effortless strategies, whereas subjects with increased span employed effort-requiring strategies and showed the lowest means of mu. Subjects with initial practice trials showed the best performance in BC and the most differentiated performance between the single-and dual-task conditions in BC. The correlation coefficient between the mu values obtained in the first and second trials was 0.814 for subjects with diminished span and practice trials in BC. It seems that the withinsession practice in BC and the performance variability in DS affect the reliability of the index mu. To control these factors we propose the introduction of previous practice trials in BC and a modification of the current method to determine the digit sequence length. This proposal should contribute to the development of a more reliable method to evaluate the executive capacity of coordination in the dual-task paradigm.
Introduction
Executive functions seem to be required to perform two simultaneous tasks involving visuospatial and verbal information. This capacity might indicate the ability to distribute the memory capacity resources and was studied using a dual-task paradigm in the framework of Baddeley and Hitchs working memory model (1, 2) . Della Sala and colleagues (3) delineated a paper-and-pencil version of the dual-task test by combining the box-crossing (BC) and the digit-span (DS) tasks to contribute to the assessment of patients with Alzheimers disease or with frontal lesions. Patients with dysexecutive syndrome showed an impaired performance in the simultaneous execution of the tasks, whereas they were able to perform the tasks in the single condition at the same level as the normal subjects (3-9).
The dual-task test consists of the execution of the single DS and BC tasks before the combined execution of DS and BC in the dual-task condition. The performance in dual task is estimated by mu, an index of the ability to coordinate concurrent DS and BC tasks. In a normative study carried out to investigate the statistical behavior of mu, Baddeley et al. (6) showed that no significant correlation exists between the index mu and factors like age, gender, educational level and digit span. They also found that the testretest reliability of the obtained mu was lower than what would be required for the clinical use of the test.
In a previous study (10) we extended the investigation of the dual task in healthy subjects. In that study we tested the betweensession training effect on the index mu by the repeated execution of the test and the withinsession practice effect by inverting the order of the tasks. Training affected the singleand the dual-task conditions. The mu values showed stability only when subjects performed the tasks in the direct order of the tasks, but performance was worse in BC under the dual-task condition in the first session when the dual task had been performed before the single task. Thus, withinsession practice could explain some of the better performance in the dual task under the direct order of the tasks. We also found between-and within-subject span length variability affecting mu, and a negative correlation between the mu values and the digit span length. We obtained a test-retest reliability coefficient very similar to that reported by Baddeley et al. (6) , and concluded that the practice in BC and a supposed unequal requirement of the subjects capacities in DS might affect the reliability of the measure mu.
In the present study we tested the influence of span length and practice in BC on performance in the dual-task test, by the addition of practice trials in BC before the dual-task test and by increasing, maintaining or diminishing the digit sequence length. In a previous study (10) we found that the subjects reported effort-requiring strategies for the greater span lengths in DS. Conversely, subjects with lower span lengths tended to report effortless strategies. So, we considered that the diminished-span condition would require less effort-requiring strategies than the increased-span condition. In this study subjects were asked to perform three consecutive trials of the dual-task test to evaluate the within-subject behavior of mu.
Material and Methods
The DS task consists of the repetition of digit sequences presented in a verbal-oral way, which the subject must repeat in the proper order within a 2-min period. Digit sequence length varies according to the subjects digit span. The BC task consists of traversing with an X a chain of squares linked with arrows to form a path laid out on an A4-size sheet of paper. Subjects are required to fill the squares as rapidly as possible for a period of 2 min. The dual task consists of the simultaneous execution of both tasks within a 2-min period.
To quantify the subjects performance we used the measures proposed by Baddeley et al. (6) . For DS the dependent variables were the percentage of correct repeated digit sequences, for the single-task (ps) and dualtask (pd) conditions. For BC the dependent variables were the number of traversed squares, for the single-task (ts) and dual-task (td) conditions. The proportional DS loss (pm) and BC loss (pt) in the performance in the dual-task condition in relation to the single-task condition was calculated as follows: pm = ps -pd and pt = (ts -td)/ts. The measure mu expressed the relation between the performance of dual and single tasks as a percentage, considering the contributions of both tasks to be of equal weight: mu = [1-(pm + pt)/2] x 100. The performance in the practice trials in BC was not considered for mu calculation.
Practice in BC was manipulated by the addition of two practice trials in BC before the dual-task test. The subjects capacity requirement in the verbal task was manipulated by increasing, maintaining or diminishing the digit sequence length as a function of the difference between two-span measures. One measure (WS) was considered to be the maximum length repeated once with success based on the WAIS digit test method (11) . The other measure, a conservative span (CS), was considered to be the maximum length at which the subject performed all three lists successfully based on the method proposed by Della Sala and colleagues (3). For the diminished-span condition the sequence length obtained with CS was diminished by two digits when WS minus CS was zero, the sequence length obtained with CS was diminished by one digit when the difference between WS and CS was one or two digits, and the sequence length was that obtained with CS when the difference between WS and CS was greater than two. In the maintained-span condition we used the conservative span CS. For the increased-span condition we added two digits to the sequence length obtained with CS when the difference between WS and CS was greater than two, and we added one digit to the CS sequence length when the difference was one or two digits. The same sequence length as CS was used when there was no difference between the CS and WS span length.
Fifty-three healthy volunteers, 37 women and 16 men, participated in this study. Their mean age was 26.0 years ± SD 6.93 and their mean formal education 16.24 ± SD 3.81 years. The subjects were divided into six groups, three groups with practice trials in BC and three groups without previous practice trials. As mentioned above, the span for each practice trial condition was increased, maintained or diminished. Eight subjects with increased span, 10 subjects with maintained span and eight subjects with diminished span performed practice trials in BC. Eight subjects with increased span, 11 subjects with maintained span and eight subjects with diminished span did not perform practice trials in BC. The groups were composed according to the subjects WS and CS lengths. So, the distribution of the span variability was equated across the groups.
Subjects were asked to perform three consecutive trials of the dual-task test to evaluate the within-subject behavior of mu. The interval between trials was 5 min. Subjects responded to a questionnaire, which asked them about the strategies employed in the digit sequence recall, the easiest and the hardest task, and the task that received more attention in the dual-task condition.
Results
The proportion of correct repeated digit sequences, number of traversed squares and mu were analyzed separately. Each of these measures was submitted to ANOVA with four factors: span (increased, maintained and diminished), practice trials (with or without practice), task condition (single and dual) and trials (first, second and third trial). Table 1 shows the mean number of filled squares in BC and the proportion of correctly repeated sequences in DS in the single and dual conditions. The mean proportion of correct digit sequences recalled was lower in the dual-task condition than in the single- dual-task condition in relation to the singletask condition. Figure 1 shows that the increased-span group performed BC with the greatest loss under the dual-task condition [F(2,47) = 4.72, P = 0.014]. The loss in BC for the first trial was lower for the subjects without practice trials in BC and increased across the trials [F(2,94) = 3.35, P = 0.039]. So, this result suggests a between-trial practice effect for the group without practice trials in BC that may have led to an unstable relation between the single-and dual-performance in BC.
The mu values varied according to the span group [F(2,47) = 3.60, P = 0.035]. Figure 1 shows that the mu values of the groups with diminished span were the highest for the first session [F(4,94) = 2.97, P = 0.050]. The group with diminished span showed the most stable mu values across trials. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the mu values obtained in the first and the second trials for the group with the practice trials in BC and diminished span was 0.814, P = 0.014. In the present study we did not find a significant correlation between the span length and the mu values for the group with maintained span and without practice trials in BC. This could be due to the reduced size of the sample and to the fact that two subjects with the highest span lengths performed better the DS in the dual-task condition than in the single one, increasing their respective mu values.
Responses to the questionnaire. Subjects reported the strategies employed in DS under the dual-task condition, which were grouped as a function of the required effort. Thus, just listen and repeat, to repeat by the sound and not using strategies at all were differentiated from to imagine the numbers, to group the numbers, to hold only the first numbers letting the last ones come by themselves or to make associations. Eleven of 14 subjects with diminished span reported effortless strategies, whereas 13 of 15 subjects with increased span reported effort-requiring strategies [c 2 (2, N = 50) = 12.30, P = 0.002]. The subjects were also asked to report the easiest and hardest tasks (BC, DS or dual task), and which task had received more attention in the dual-task condition (BC and/or DS). The responses were analyzed as a function of span and practice-trial groups and tasks. Boxcrossing was considered the easiest task [c 2 
Discussion
The objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of the practice in BC and of a change in the digit-span on mu, by adding previous practice trials in BC and diminishing, maintaining or increasing the digit sequence length. The mu behavior was evaluated throughout three trials of the test. We also analyzed the reported strategies in digit tasks. Subjects with increased span showed the lowest performance throughout the three trials and their performance was worst in the first trial, with the greatest loss in BC under the dual-task condition. The group with diminished span showed the most stable performance across trials and reported mainly effortless strategies, whereas subjects with increased span reported effortrequiring strategies. Thus, the increase in the span requirements seems to lead to the use of effort-requiring strategies in DS, affecting mu stability through a loss in performance in BC.
The loss in BC for the first trial was lower for the subjects without practice trials in BC and increased across the trials. So, this result suggests a between-trial practice effect for the group without practice trials in BC that may have led to an unstable relation between the single and dual performance in BC.
The results suggest the possible influence of between-trial practice in BC and the employed strategies in DS on the reliability of the index mu. Although the mechanisms of the interaction between the span length, the practice in BC and the ability of the dualtask coordination are still unclear, we propose that two things are necessary in order to obtain a higher reliability for the dual-task test: 1) a method for the span length determination that reduces the diversity of strategies employed in the digit sequences recall; this can be achieved by diminishing the digit sequence length as a function of the difference between the rather conservative measure of span proposed by Della Sala et al. (3) and the traditional span measure (11); 2) diminishing the within-trial practice by administering previous practice trials in BC.
